Quantified: Community Results – Thanks to Your Partnership

Our new Social Return on Investment report – More Than a Home: Investing Together to Create Opportunity – shows the profound level of impact we're making, working together to invest in communities throughout the nation.

In this report, you'll find personal stories of residents who have benefited in countless ways from living in a home that is affordable and connected to abundant opportunity. Their first-person accounts are supported by robust quantitative and qualitative data that showcases the difference we can collectively make in families' lives.

This is exactly what we set out to do when we launched Our Region, Your Investment alongside the Washington Regional Association of Grantmakers last year. Community members and businesses have joined together through this local impact investing initiative to protect affordable homes in the Washington, D.C. region, and ensure that people like MD, Lee, Rabindra, Jaime, and Rebecca have the opportunity to thrive.

We hope you enjoy reading their stories and gaining insights on our impact, but if you only have a few minutes, check out our quick Fact Sheet.

Learn More:
Join our Live Online Event on December 7, at 2 pm EST to learn more about the report, our impact measurement methodology, and how Enterprise Community Loan Fund engages investors to strengthen communities.